Polar Oceans
Cooling and sinking processes in polar oceans and circulation of polar waters
throughout the global deep ocean exert a powerful control on the Earth’s
climate. The polar oceans also play very important roles in the global carbon
cycle, removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere through chemical and
biological processes. Polar oceans support globally-important fisheries and icedependent polar birds and mammals, including polar bears in the Arctic and
penguins in the Antarctic. All of these important polar ocean functions have
a critical relationship with sea ice; changes in the integrated polar ocean - ice
system thus have far-reaching impacts.
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of sea ice. Measurements
of these nutrients and
other chemical tracers
provide
information
about the rates of bottom water
production, the routes of deep
ocean circulation, and the efficiencies of the chemical and
biological pumps. Increasing
acidification of the ocean as a
consequence of decades of enhanced CO2 uptake may have
acute impacts in polar regions.
Stimulating the polar biological
pump through experiments like
artificial fertilization will first
require a much better understanding of polar marine ecosystems.

Polar Ocean Ecosystems Sea Ice to Sea Floor
The organisms of the polar
oceans, from microbes to mammals, have developed a remarkable array of adaptations to
very cold water, long seasons of
dark alternating with seasons of
continuous light and high UV
irradiation, and the presence
of sea ice. Major components
of polar ocean ecosystems, including microbial populations,
gelatinous zooplankton, and
organisms of the slopes and
deep-sea abyssal plains, remain
largely unknown; the microbial
populations (including protozoans, bacteria, and viruses)
undoubtedly play important
roles in carbon and nutrient
cycling and ecosystem dynam-

ics. The polar oceans support
globally-important fisheries and
the ice-dependent polar birds
and mammals: whales (including beluga and narwhal), seals,
walruses and polar bears in the
Arctic, penguins in the Antarctic. Many of these species show
their highest abundance in marginal ice zones and polynyas;
the sea floors under these zones
contain a high abundance and
rich diversity of organisms. The
exquisite physiological and behavioral adaptations of many
organisms to subzero water
temperatures make them highly sensitive to slight changes in
temperature or salinity; other
polar organisms have evolved in
cold waters around Antarctica
and then radiated to other deep
cold water regions of the planet.
At an ecosystem level, the timing and location of sea ice determines both the growth and
abundance of prey organisms
and the access and reproductive
success of predators. Humans
have exploited the polar oceans
for commercial purposes for
nearly 200 years, with profound
impacts on the ecosystems. Recently, global pollutants have
accumulated in polar marine
ecosystems, particularly in the
Arctic and in important local
food organisms. We can predict
further changes in polar oceanic ecosystems as waters warm,
as sub-polar water masses and
sub-polar organisms intrude,

and as sea ice retreats. The current and traditional knowledge
of northern people contributes
greatly to our understanding of
Arctic marine ecosystems.

Paleoclimate and Sea Level
Ocean sediments provide
long records of ocean circulation and climate. Ocean sediment cores from around the
Antarctic and from the central
Arctic basins record the initial
formation of polar ice sheets,
global cycles of glaciation and
deglaciation, and the onset and
intensity of bottom water formation and deep ocean circulation.
Sediments beneath present-day
ice shelves and sea ice carry records of the periodic advance
and retreat of those systems.
Ocean sediments in coastal regions contain important evidence of recent glaciation on
adjoining land masses and of
past sea levels. Oceanographers
monitor present-day sea level
in polar regions to understand
spatial patterns of long term sea
level rise due to ocean warming
and melting of land ice and local
patterns of coastal erosion.

Tools of Polar Oceanography
The tools of polar oceanography include: satellites to measure sea height, surface waves,
sea ice extent, and ocean colour
(an indication of oceanic biomass); ship-based, ice-tethered,
and free drifting sensors for
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temperature and salinity; ultra-clean automated samplers for ocean
trace elements; and advanced data assimilation models. Biologists use powerful
genetic and molecular tools to
determine the biodiversity and
functional capabilities of key
groups. To reach difficult areas
within and under sea ice, polar
oceanographers use acoustically-tracked sub-ice drifters,
‘smart’ automated gliders, and
sensor tags on deep-diving marine mammals; the mammals
often forage in interesting regions of high oceanic productivity.

Find these and other educational materials in: Kaiser,
2010, Polar Science and Global
Climate, An International Resource for Eduation and Outreach, ISBN 978 1 84959 593 3,
www.pearson.co.uk.

Polar Oceans Activity: What’s For Lunch?
Materials: Card for each student or team; markers or crayons;
reference materials about polar marine life; string.
Procedure:
• Create a list of polar marine life including whales, birds, seals,
fish, krill, zooplankton and phytoplankton, and polar bears
(Arctic) or penguins (Antarctic).
• Each student or team chooses an organism and makes a large
drawing, also listing its predators and prey.
• One student displays the first picture. Students add their organism if it is directly connected in the food chain. Indicate the
direction of energy flow with an arrow. Continue building up
the food web until all organisms are included and connected.
Another way: Attach pictures to the students and make connections with string. First student has a ball of string and passes
it to any student connected in the food chain. Each states their
role in the chain. The web continues to grow and weave itself
until all students are connected.
Discussion ideas:
• Add species one at a time to allow discussion of relationships.
• Create Arctic and Antarctic food webs. Note the top and bottom of the food chain, and common species in the middle.
• Discuss the role of humans, krill, and factors effecting populations along the chain. Remove a species from the web that is
affected by human activities. How does this affect the rest of
the system?
• How will the food chain be affected by warming polar oceans?
An Alternate Activity - Ocean Circulation:
• To demonstrate how water density affects ocean circulation,
half fill a clear-walled tank with fresh, room temperature water. Use food colouring to illustrate different water types. At
one end, add a frozen blue ‘iceberg’ or cold, blue salty water.
At the other end, gently add warm, red fresh water. Watch
how circulation patterns emerge. Discuss how Polar Regions
affect global ocean circulation.
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